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A Löwchen Crashes the Party 

Don Roback, March 2016 

Prelude 

 The American Kennel Club holds two big agility events every year: the Invitational held in December 
and the National Championship held in March.  The Invitational is designed to showcase all breeds in the AKC 
and so only the top 5 achieving agility dogs of each breed are invited. The Nationals on the other hand is open 
to any dog regardless of breed that can meet a performance threshold over the last year.  This threshold is set to 
test each dog’s ability to be both fast and consistent. Historically at Nationals there have been many dogs of a 
few breeds and only a few dogs of most other breeds.  This was also true of this year’s Nationals where there 
were hundreds of border collies, hundreds of shelties, dozens of papillons and among others, two Löwchen. 

 The Löwchen teams attending were Murphy and Dave Neal from Kansas and Dino and me from North 
Carolina. As a handler I was uncertain about our readiness for this event since Dino had some obstacle issues at 
the Invitational last December.  He was struggling to consistently perform his teeter and dogwalk obstacles and 
was disqualified from two runs because of them.  I vowed to fix these issues – hopefully in time for Tulsa – but 
certainly for the Invitational in December of 2016.  Generally speaking, retraining an obstacle for an 
experienced dog takes more than three months but we didn’t have a choice.  In addition, the Tulsa event was 
held on dirt which is not Dino’s best surface to run on.  Depending on the site, Dino can knock jump bars down 
when he runs on dirt much more frequently than when he runs on artificial turf or grass.   

 So after a few months of intensive retraining and lots of trialing we were heading to Tulsa with both 
enthusiasm and uncertainty. 

The Trip 

 Dino and I were set to fly out from Raleigh to Atlanta and then after a tight connection from Atlanta to 
Tulsa. This was intentional because Dino fits snugly into a Sherpa bag and I schedule flights to minimize his 
time in there.  As I was standing in line at the airport waiting to check in I received a text message from the 
airline saying my flight to Atlanta was delayed by 2 hours.  Luckily Dino and I weren’t through security yet and 
were easily able to turn around and head home for a few more hours of time not spent in the Sherpa.  Our next 
flight was on time and got us to Atlanta though with a much longer wait until our Tulsa flight. 

 Later, as I was walking to our departure gate in Atlanta I noticed a few familiar faces in the concourse.  
Three agility judges that I know (and who were going to be judging in Tulsa) were walking near the gate.  We 
stopped and chatted and determined that we were all on the same flight along with another judge and some 
AKC employees.  When we actually boarded the plane Dino and I ended up sitting next to the three judges 
which made for a really fun flight.  I wasn’t able to see any courses for the weekend but I did get to hear some 
interesting conversation about their perspectives on the event and, of course, on some of the people that we all 
knew. 
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Dino did great in the Sherpa as usual.  He rotates a few times every trip but never makes a peep and is 
always happy and confident when he gets out.  We eventually made it to Tulsa, got set up in our crating stall 
and got back to the hotel before it got too late.  We both had a good night’s sleep and were ready when Friday 
morning came. 

The Event 

 The AKC National Agility Championship is a huge event.  This year there were a total of 1255 dogs 
entered, 229 in the 12” class including Murphy and Dino. Dogs get two runs on Saturday and one run on 
Sunday and are also offered two warmup runs on Friday if their handlers want them.  The Friday runs are 
simply to get acclimated to the site and equipment and to work on issues.  Dino and I spent both of our warmup 
runs working on the dogwalk and teeter obstacles. He ran great and we accomplished a lot so I was very 
relieved.  In addition, he only dropped one jump bar on Friday so the surface seemed to be pretty comfortable 
for him.  

Scoring for the Nationals is based on the cumulative score for all three weekend runs.  The rules state 
that the top 7% of dogs in each jump height will make the Finals which is another run on Sunday afternoon to 
determine the overall winner and placements for each height.  Since the 12” class had over 200 dogs competing, 
14 dogs would make Finals. In addition, since so many talented teams attend the Nationals, in order to make the 
Finals in any jump height a team would almost certainly need 3 clean runs.  (Note: there is an alternate way to 
make Finals if the dog has 2 great runs, but it involves running another course before Finals and beating another 
group of dogs that also had 2 clean runs.  It’s nice to have that chance, but I’d rather just have 3 clean runs and 
move on.) 

The Buildup 

 Tamar Fuhrer from California is one of Dino’s biggest fans.  She is relatively new to the Löwchen Club 
of America but we know a lot of the same people and talk often about our Löwchen and other agility topics.  I 
got a message from Tamar on Friday saying that she was writing up a 12” height class preview for a prominent 
agility website.  She said Dino will be mentioned as a title contender and asked if she could use his picture!  On 
the one hand, I was flattered that Dino would even be mentioned (let alone featured) in such a piece,  but on the 
other hand, since we have not really done anything major on a national scale, I was a bit worried that we’d have 
a poor showing and let down Tamar and anybody else rooting for us. But in the spirit of ‘any publicity is good 
publicity’ I told her to use the picture and gave her a big thank you. 

 It is a well-written piece with a great picture of Dino and can be seen here:  
http://dogagilitynow.com/2016/03/17/2016-akc-nac-12%E2%80%B3-preview-tough-competition/ 

First Run 

 We didn’t have to wait long for our first real run on Saturday as Dino was 8th dog in the ring at 8 am.  
The first course was Jumpers with Weaves which, as the name implies, is only jumps and weaves, i.e. no 
dogwalks or teeters.  Thankfully we’d be able to do our first run without having to worry about any lingering 
obstacle issues.  The course was relatively straightforward though it did have a couple of parts that were trickier 
than the usual courses we see most weekends.  I decided to handle the tricky parts as I normally would and not 
take any conservative measures to be sure we qualified.  I figured the less Dino knew about the stakes, the 
better.   

http://dogagilitynow.com/2016/03/17/2016-akc-nac-12%E2%80%B3-preview-tough-competition/
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 Unfortunately as we walked into the ring for the run, we were stopped and told there was a computer 
issue.  Delays happen occasionally at local shows and so this was not a big deal.  My dilemma was what to do 
with Dino?  Usually on dirt I pick him up and hold him before we run because all he wants to do is sniff and eat 
dirt.  And it’s annoying.  I do a bit of warmup jumping and heeling then pick him up and go to the ring entry 
area to wait our turn.  He gets no food or freedom at that point because I don’t want him to be thinking about 
anything else.  So with the indeterminate delay do I put him down?  Do I keep holding him?  What if it’s a 30 
minute delay? Do I do some obedience moves to keep him engaged?  Do I play with him?  I decided to keep 
him up off the ground the entire time, and the delay was only about 5 minutes.  There were no ill effects when 
we finally did get to run although Dino needed some coaxing to get started – it was if he thought this was 
somehow proofing of his sit stay.  

 Once he got started, Dino completed this run with no bobbles and a very fast time.  In fact he finished 
the round with the 5th fastest time in the 12” class.  This was my first inkling that he could be competitive in this 
event. 

Second Run 

 Then we waited.  In order to make the event as fair as possible to all dogs, the AKC changes the running 
order for all three runs.  Dino for example ran at the very beginning for the first run but at the very end for the 
second run.  Since there were so many dogs competing, we had an approximate 7 hour wait between our first 
and second runs.  Dino’s crating situation was very nice being in a quiet stall with familiar dogs and people so 
he just mostly hung out there while I watched other runs from the stands.   

 The second course was Standard and so we would need a good performance on both the dogwalk and 
teeter to qualify.  When we finally did get to run this course it again went very well.  The dogwalk was early in 
the course (I prefer it to be later so I can tell how Dino is running) but Dino performed it well enough - though 
not as well as I’d like - to qualify.  The rest of course including the teeter also went well and Dino ended up 
finishing 4th overall.  I was more relieved than happy after the run because his dogwalk and teeter held up to 
their first real test.   

 So at the end of the competition on Saturday, Dino had shown that he was a serious contender in the 12” 
class just like Tamar said in her preview.  He was in second place overall with two very good runs.  Next we 
headed back to the hotel to watch TV and try to think of anything but our third run on Sunday. 

Third Run 

 Our third and final course on Sunday morning was a Hybrid course.  This type of course is never offered 
at regular AKC trials but is a staple on Sunday morning at Nationals.  The point is to make it fast moving like 
Jumpers with Weaves but also include a couple of Standard obstacles like the teeter and A-frame.  Dino would 
be running in the middle of the class so I had some time to watch and worry.  There was really only one tricky 
part that I noticed during my walkthrough before the class started but I saw a few other spots that required some 
care based on the performances of several teams.  

Since we were sitting in second place overall after two runs, I had a lot of confidence that all we needed 
to do was run the Hybrid course clean and we would end up in the top 14 for Finals, even if we were a little 
slow. So my philosophy was to not take any chances and to handle the course in an obvious way to my dog to 
make sure we made it through cleanly. 
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 While waiting for our turn, I was texting with a few people including Tamar who told me that we had 
about 100 Löwchen ladies cheering us on from dog shows near and far.  I was happy that Dino’s exploits were 
getting noticed, but about a half hour before the run I put my phone away and started to focus.  There is a 
danger in obsessing over a course for me so I enjoy the banter with friends.  But when it was finally time for us 
to run, I had to be ready.   

 It was a relief to finally get to start line because I really needed to get the run going to get past the 
uncertainty of our Finals fate.  It was probably my least favorite run of the weekend (though still pretty good) 
with a couple of bobbles that could’ve disqualified us if they had been bigger.  But we got through it, finished 
13th overall in the run and cumulatively after all three runs we ended up sitting in first place!  

 After cooling Dino down from the run and celebrating with all my friends in Tulsa, I got back to my 
phone and checked messages.  Wow!  Tamar was right: there were hundreds of messages and well-wishes and 
congratulations!  As happy as I was for Dino and me, I was just as happy for the breed and the Löwchen fans 
around the world. 

The Wait 

 We were done with our Hybrid run around 10 am or so and Finals was scheduled to get started at 3:30 
pm.  So again we had to deal with a long wait until our next run. One difference this time is that our stall mates 
packed up their vehicles for the drive back home leaving Dino alone in the crating stall for several hours.  I 
thought about moving him to another spot with more people and dogs but then figured since he had done very 
well in that stall so far, I wouldn’t change anything.   

 When I saw the Finals course on paper I was pretty excited because it really favored our style: lots of 
front crosses, dogwalk and teeter late in the course and no huge temptations like a tunnel after the dogwalk.  I 
looked at it several times during the wait and was pretty sure how I would handle it before it was even built.  As 
we got closer to show time I was aware of the building interest in our progress among the Löwchen community 
but turned my phone off a few hours before so that I didn’t have too much extraneous information in my head.  
In addition, I tried to move away from everybody so I didn’t have to chit-chat too much.  I was starting to focus 
and I didn’t want to stop it.  Dino, on the other hand, was happily snoozing in his personal stall when I woke 
him to walk him around a few times.  There’s clearly a lot of stress associated with the travel, the event, the 
hotel, etc, but Dino never showed it.  He was much more confident than I thought he’d be under the 
circumstances. 

 After the course was built and I walked it, there was one section at the end that I wasn’t sure how to 
handle.  I could think of two ways to manage this section but I would have to decide the appropriate way when I 
was on course or perhaps after watching a few other teams run it.  I decided to get Dino when the 8” dogs 
finished running so he wouldn’t be out too long and I’d have to manage his dirt obsession.  Unfortunately there 
was a scoring error during the 8” class so 12” finals didn’t start when I thought.  But like the first Jumpers with 
Weaves run, Dino took the long delay in stride and was ready for his run. 

Final Run 

 As all the other 12” teams ran and finished and we got closer to our turn I was surprisingly calm and 
confident.  It helped to have a favorable course and a dog that was acting so normal.  The crowd was loud and 
the situation was anything but normal, but if Dino was ok, I was going to have to be ok.  As we were introduced 
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and got setup at the start line, I thought again how weird it was that this felt so normal.  My one goal in dog 
agility has always been to make Finals at a major event: either Nationals or Invitational.  We got a taste of 
success at the last Invitational and now here we were in Nationals Finals – why didn’t it feel like anything other 
than a normal run?   

 The first three obstacles went smoothly although Dino jumped really long over jump 2.  I was annoyed 
that I didn’t indicate the turn earlier to tighten that up. 

 I was aware of cameras and people but still it was eerily quiet and calm in my head. I wondered if Dino 
thought any of this was unusual. 

 Jumps 3 and 4 also went well and the next wrap over jump 5 would send us to the easiest part of the 
course: A-frame, chute, weaves and 3 jumps in a line to a tunnel.  The jump bar on jump 5 came down.  
Dammit! 

 I knew we couldn’t finish in first place with an error like that, but I still was aware that a really fast run 
could put us in the higher placements.  We had to continue to push hard to get a really fast time. 

 The A-frame and chute both were fine as was the weave entrance.  I was able to move ahead a bit and 
start turning my front cross to set up for the next 3 jump sequence.  Even though I left him alone to finish his 
weaves, I knew he’d be fine. 

 I was right where I needed to be for the next line of jumps to the tunnel.  I had a fleeting thought that the 
dropped jump bar on obstacle 5 was due to my pushing, but I still needed to push hard to get a fast time. 

 We got down the line of jumps and into the tunnel without any trouble. I picked him up at the tunnel exit 
to get a tight turn and lead him to the dogwalk.   

   It occurred to me at this point that Tamar had been preparing the live feed commentator notes and gave 
them a bunch of stuff about Dino’s obedience career.  How weird would it sound for them to talk about that 
while we are running in the agility Finals at the Nationals?  I wondered if they would mention that. 

 The dogwalk entrance was nice and I had a slight lead as planned.  I started clapping and yelling ‘hit it’ 
to Dino because that is our temporary band-aid for the dogwalk and teeter performances.  He nailed the 
dogwalk contact though not in the way that I would have preferred.  He ran off the end without pausing, but at 
least he hit the yellow contact zone on the way. 

 My next thought was managing the teeter coming up after two more jumps.  His teeters had been good 
all weekend but the performance during the Hybrid run earlier in the day was bordering on unacceptable.  And 
this judge was calling the teeter tight. 

 Dino finished the two jumps, read my front cross and made it to the teeter.  His performance was 
beautiful and we went on the next jump. 

 The next obstacle was a jump but the course called for it be taken from the backside which required 
some handling on my part.  Dino is very good at taking jump backsides but I would have to beat him to the 
jump to execute the maneuver.  This was the part of the course that I wasn’t sure how to handle after walking it.  
I decided after watching the 8” class how’d I’d handle it. 
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 Even though the jump bar was down from his first pass this way, Dino handled the backside jump 
beautifully with a nice tight turn.  After this jump we took the next two jumps to the end of the course without 
incident and celebrated at the end. 

 I was only told later the Dino actually dropped the last bar too.  Dang.  Lots of reasons this could’ve 
happened including bad handling, bad surface or bad performance but the only real effect of it was to keep us 
out of the top 8 places in the class.  Our final result was a very fast run with two mistakes. 

Epilogue 

 I left Tulsa with many different feelings about our success: of course I’m very happy that Dino ran so 
well and wasn’t fazed by any of the irregularities, I’m happy that we were able to fix a few of our weaknesses 
enough to perform so well, I’m happy that a Löwchen got the national publicity that he did and I’m happy that 
as a handler I finally made a Finals at a big event. 

   But, I also have some other feelings: I’m a little disappointed that we didn’t run a clean final round.  We 
may never have so much success at a big event and never make it back to finals.  Everything lined up for the 
win and we didn’t get it.  It’s a minor thought, but it’s there.   

 I’m also very grateful: there were several people that were overtly and vocally pulling for us all the way 
which meant a lot.  People like Tamar, 
several friends from home and my wife 
were in routine contact all weekend.  And I 
know there were many, many more who 
chimed in on social media during and after 
the trial letting us know that they were 
watching and pulling hard for us.   

 It’s a weird spot to be in – I wanted 
to be celebrating every run and every little 
success with everybody but at the same 
time I wanted to not think about anything 
but the next run and the next challenge.  
Just know that we appreciate all the 
support we received and were very aware 
that all of you were out there! 

 I’m so appreciative that I got Dino 
from Peggy, Carol, Gillian and Danielle 

and while we may never get this far again 
in a major agility event, I’m so happy we 

did it once. It was a great ride and I’m 
really glad so many people shared it with us! 
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The Lowchen Club of America is not responsible for nor does it necessarily agree with opinions expressed in Headlions, 
either in articles or in advertisements.  Headlions is not responsible for the accuracy of received material; those 
submitting material to the publication are asked to please proofread copy for correctness before sending. No part of this 
magazine may be reproduced in any medium without the written permission of the current editor. 

 
 
 

Good luck and have fun at the 
2016 Löwchen National 

 in  Perry! 
 
 
 
 

Editor’s note……… 
 
You are right, this issue opens quite differently than any have in the past but how could it not?  Many of us were 
glued to our computers watching Don and Dino at the AKC National Agility Championship Finals.   With all the thrills 
of the Olympics we cheered and held our breath as this amazing team ran the course.   The bond between animal 
and human could not have been more visible as they worked together with skill and speed!    The Löwchen 
community rallied with pride at their tremendous performance.       
 
While it was thrilling to see Don and Dino made it to the finals, our congratulations also go out to Dave Neil  and 
Murphy.   It was so exciting to have two Löwchen entered at this prestigious event .   
 
I have always admired and marvelled at the dedication that goes into training to reach the ultimate of agility events.   
I’m hearing about more Löwchen out there.   Do you have an up and coming young dog?  Tell us about him or her!   
Send me your stories and pictures that I can include in future issues. 
 
This issue we focus on Don and Dino’s achievement and catch up with Club business.  Thanks to all the contributors 
Don Roback, Kat Roll, Tamar Fuhrer, Vicki All and Lisa Brown.  
 
Enjoy! 
  

Gillian 
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BUSINESS SECTION 

 

Meeting Minutes 

January 20, 2016 

On January 20, 2016 at approximately 6:00 p.m. Jerry Davis, LCA President, called the meeting to order. The following Board 
members were in attendance: Vicki All, Lisa Brown, Jerry Davis, Richard Lawless, Donna Jones, Don Roback, Wendy Russell, 
Bonnie Shelmandine, and Jean Shepherd. Danielle Tallman was not in attendance.  

The Board members reviewed the December meeting minutes and passed the meeting with a few minor changes. Vicki All provided 
the Treasurer’s Report. Jerry Davis requested a breakdown of the debts and an explanation of the funds. Vicki will provide by the next 
board meeting. 

Vicki provided an update on the annual membership dues. Approximately 30 members have not submitted their annual dues. Vicki 
mailed out applications, placed a reminder on FaceBook, and sent out an email. Don thinks Board members should call these folks to 
get them to “re-up”. Donna Jones contacted Suzanne Solin. She thinks she is not an active member (currently has no Lowchen) and 
what does membership in the club provide her. This is probably a common question for some of our members. She would like a dog. 
She has not responded back to Donna.  

Vick next gave a report on the Eukanuba Meet-the-Breed. The Board had approved up to $1,000.00 for all expenses. The fee for 
electricity was $110.00. Electricity was needed for the television and video. Vicki’s travel expenses were $377.85. Meet-The-Breed 
was a great success. We had several dogs and a puppy. People seemed to love the video – so the electric charge was well worth it. 

Don Roback, the Recording Secretary, provided his monthly report. There are no new members have been published in the HeadLions 
recently but Don has four waiting.  Don wants to discuss publishing the applications in Bonnie's monthly newsletter as opposed to the 
HeadLions.  This is may be violation of the letter of the Constitution, but it will give us much more flexibility and reduce the time it 
takes to publish and vote on new member candidates. Don has four new member applications. 

The Board discussed this issue. It is indeed in direct violation of the LCA Constitution. New member applications are required to be 
placed in the HeadLions. The HeadLions is only a quarterly publication. In effort to approve new members on a more regular basis 
and increase membership, Don wants to publish the applications in the monthly letter. In order to accomplish this, the club will need 
to change the name of the monthly bulletin that Bonnie Shelmandine writes to “The By Lions” – monthly version of the HeadLions. It 
will serve as the monthly addition of the LCA HeadLions. The February addition is now 4 pages long. We should trim down the 
bulletin to 1 or 2 pages. We will publish the applications in the bulletin.  

Next, Don gave an update on the National show. Things are going well.  There is another dog group sharing our hotel (Lagotto 
Romagnolo) and one of the organizers contacted Don to see if we wanted to join together for some activities to save costs.  He 
proposed sharing the banquet somehow (same caterer, same night) and alcohol provider.  Don told him he would need to discuss with 
this with the Board. This would mean moving the banquet to Friday, for example. Don thinks using the same caterer on our night is 
fine, but is not sure how else it would work.  Don also suggested we could perhaps combine the auctions. The Board decided against 
this. This is our National and the Logotto isn’t even in our group.   

Show preparations are moving along. The merchandise is now available. It is posted on Facebook. Don is not sure where else it may 
be posted. The premium list is being finalized. Don would like to start talking about moving the silent auction to the show grounds 
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during the day on Saturday to save time. He has asked Ronnie but has not heard back. He has asked the cluster people about getting 
money back for entries but has received no reply yet. The issue is that traditionally at Perry all the clubs do specialties on 
Sunday.  Since LCA is doing theirs during the show, we are different and that seems to be confusing the cluster organizers. Don has 
also asked about the ribbon/rosette billing with the cluster organizers. He has booked hotel rooms for the sweeps judges on the night 
of their judging.   

The schedule is as follows: Thursday – welcome and performance events. Friday – membership meeting and silent auction with food 
and drinks after groups and/or Best in Show. Saturday – banquet and live auction. 

Wendy Russell offered to be the “Roommate Coordinator”. She will post information on FaceBook for those needing roommates at 
the show. 

The show cluster has given LCA a room for Judges’ Education at the show site. Donna Jones will coordinate this event. 

Donna stated that this show is like the “state fair of dog shows”. It is a great location and facilities with lots of activities. And she isn’t 
just saying that because Perry is in home state. 

Vicki discussed the silent auction occurring at the show sight on Saturday. Last year LCA conducted the raffle on site in Wichita. This 
was a good way to reach many folks on the site but requires at least 2 people to man it at all times. Vicki also discussed hospitality 
bags. She is working with Mari Hiltz (agility). Vicki met her at Eukanuba. Mari has some great ideas for creating items for the 
hospitality bags. She and her husband created custom shirts for when they run their dogs in agility. Vicki would like the Board to give 
her a budget for the hospitality bags. Jerry requested Vicki report back to Board with the items and estimated cost. 

Vicki also discussed the AKC Meet the Breed at Westminster in New York on February 13. Vicki was going to do the event with Kat 
Roll. Her sister has broken her ankle and Vicki will need to care for and is unable to go now. Lisa Brown volunteered to go with Kat 
to MTB. The Holiday Inn Express will be approximately $570.00 for the 2 nights $570. The car service from Coatesville, PA to New 
York City will be approximately $700 round trip for two people and 4 dogs. AKC will provide a stipend for lunch ($20.00). Last year 
expenses were $198 to fly dog each dog and $250 per person to fly round trip. A motion was made for the expenses for MTB. The 
motion was passed. 

Vicki then discussed elimination of the December board meeting. It is too crazy right after Eukanuba and right before Christmas. The 
LCA by Laws state that we must hold monthly meetings. The Board cannot forgo meeting each month. However, we can make the 
Board meeting short with the Treasurer and Corresponding Secretary making their reports. 

Vicki informed the Board that the Merchandise Chair is not coming to the National show. Brenda Wheat-White will not be at the 
National. Ginger Aubert will be her “helper” and deliver the ordered merchandise. Brenda is welcoming a grand baby in March. There 
are questions as to how the money will be handled. Vicki will enlist Helen to do the orders and pick. Brenda wants merchandise by 
February 25. Jerry volunteered to hand out and collect money. Vicki asked about any “extra” merchandise that is brought to the 
National to sell directly to members. Brenda did not order any extra merchandise yet. Brenda asked Vicki what she should order. 
Orders should be made on Facebook. Vicki will pick up the merchandise and Ginger can assist at the show. 

Vicki and Mari Hiltz want to do a fun shirt. The theme will be “Shaved Butts are Just Peachy”. All proceeds would go to club. 

Donna discussed the 2016 LCA Calendars. Kat Roll and Rhonda Croxton expressed some trouble with getting payment from Megan 
Long (life time member). She mistakenly used the wrong email with Pay Pal. She is working with Pay Pal to get her refunds refunded 
or moved to the correct account. You can send checks instead of using Pay Pal. 

Wendy Russell discussed promoting our breed. The Havanese are much further along than Lowchen even though we were admitted at 
the same time. We should have a card with Lowchen information that members could handout. Not certain what size – maybe a 
business card size? Jerry liked this idea and thought others should do it. Vista Print is very cheap. 

Wendy also discussed the LCA Breeders List. She knows of 6 people who want puppies. We should have a centralized list or person 
to coordinate. Vicki is the Breeder Coordinator. Refer folks to Vicki both those that want puppies and breeders that have litters. Vicki 
will tell folks who to contact. Vicki manages the Breeder Referral List.  
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Bonnie Shelmandine discussed awards. A member contacted Bonnie regarding a versatility award. Christine Emerizy. Her dog has a 
2008 conformation title, 2009 Rally Novice title, and a 2011 AKC CD obedience title. She wants a Versatility certificate. In 2008 
when Carol Strong was the LCA President she gave out the award. Bonnie is unable to determine what are the requirements for the 
award. Jerry suggested that Bonnie contact Christine and ask her about the award certificate and requirement since the club has not 
awarded this since 2008. 

Richard Lawless reported on the Standard committee. He has not made contact with the committee members yet. He is getting his 
notes together and will talk to folks about getting rid of DQ. Scissoring should not be a DQ but it should be penalized and we do not 
want a Lowchen scissored up like a Bichon. Wendy offered to assist Richard. 

Jerry Davis wants to talk with Gillian regarding the HeadLions. He would like her to “attend” a Board meeting and have her tell us 
what she needs and any issues with the Constant comment. We want to make sure she has everything she needs to easily prepare and 
send out the HeadLions on a quarterly basis. 

Donna Jones stated the Illustrative Standard was almost complete. She will send the draft to the Board. We can discuss this at the next 
meeting. Donna thinks it looks great. 

Jerry called the meeting to close and adjourned the meeting at approximately 7:50 pm. 

 

The Lowchen Club of America 
Treasurer’s Report – January 2016 

 
 
BEGINNING CHECKING BALANCE 12/1/15         $  27,464.55 
 
INCOME: 
 
 Health                                                                         90.00 
 Trophy               630.00 
 Rescue                                                           80.00 
 Membership            1335.00 
 Rescue                 80.00 
               Breeders List                                                           120.00 
TOTAL INCOME                                                                $2215.00   
   *all income this month came from the membership 
Expenses: 
 
 Constant Contact                  15.00 
 Jean Shepherd Reimburse for Trophies             205.00 
TOTAL EXPENSE:               $225.00 
 
NET GAIN/LOSS:      $1990.00   
 
ENDING CHECKING BALANCE                  12/31/15    $29499.55 
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Meeting Minutes 

February 17, 2016 

On February 17, 2016 at approximately 6:00 p.m. Jerry Davis, LCA President, called the meeting to order. The following Board 
members were in attendance: Vicki All, Lisa Brown, Jerry Davis, Donna Jones, Don Roback, Wendy Russell, and Bonnie 
Shelmandine. Jean Shepherd, Richard Lawless, and Danielle (Tallman) Wallace were not in attendance.  

The Board members reviewed the January meeting minutes and passed the minutes. Vicki All provided the Treasurer’s Report. The 
Board passed the report. 

Don Roback, Corresponding Secretary, gave his report for February. Five new member candidates were published in the LCA 
ByLions monthly newsletter.  We will vote on them on or around March 4.  Donna Jones has already sent out a letter regarding one of 
the candidates. Don asked all board members to read Donna’s letter. 

Thank you Bonnie Shelmandine for creating and publishing the monthly version of the HeadLions! They monthly newsletter is very 
informative and entertaining. 

Next, Don gave an update on the National Specialty events. The Judge's Education seminar for Friday morning has been set up. It will 
be conducted at the show site. More details will be forthcoming in the next weeks. We decided on Sonny's BBQ for the banquet on 
Saturday night. 

He will get another publicity blast to the LCA members out shortly. 

Mari Hiltz has posted information about Barn Hunt and Dock Diving on LCA Yahoo site. The Barn Hunt trial entries close on March 
30. They will allow day of show entries if their daily limits are not reached. Mari has posted her ty-dyed shirts on-line for folks to 
order. 

If members are staying in RVs they might need a golf cart. It is recommend to reserve a golf cart early. The prices are slightly lower 
for carts reserved ahead of time.  

Donna Jones gave an update on the status of the Illustrated Standard. Donna sent a copy to all Board members. Lisa Brown offered 
several suggestions. All corrections were sent to Dan to update the book. It should be finalized next month. The book has photographs 
and illustrations. If it is completed maybe Donna can bring a copy to show members at the National Specialty.  

The symposium for Judge’s Education at Eukanuba was great. Donna received several good suggestions from judges as to what 
should be in the Illustrated Standard. One completed, it will be available to all. It will be posted on the LCA and AKC website. 
Members can print it from the site. 

Vicki All discussed some “signage” for the National. At Meet-The-Breed at Westminster other dog clubs gave out stickers. She will 
create a Lowchen sticker for events like this. Vicki will also work with Mari on Lowchen banners. She wanted to create a banner for 
conformation and performance. Lisa Brown discussed a banner she saw in Philadelphia. It was vertical with its own stand. The banner 
and stand all folded up into a small duffle bag. These are banners like you see at a trade show. 

Vicki has ordered neck wallets with names and schedules and welcome bag stuff. You can keep this with you during the show so 
others (and you) know your name. It will also contain the schedule of events so members know where to go and when. There are many 
events to keep track of at this cluster. 

Jerry called the meeting to close and adjourned the meeting at approximately 6:33 pm. This was the most efficient meeting in the 
history of the Lowchen Club. 
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The Löwchen Club of America 

Treasurer’s Report February 2016 

 

State Bank of Burnettsville Begininning  

Balance 1/1/16 $29,499.55 

INCOME: 
Calendar    $50 
Health/Yankee Candle  $50 
Trophy    $713.20 
Rescue    $35 
Membership   $790 
Breeder List   $40 
     ********* 
TOTAL INCOME   $1678.20    $31177.75 
 
 
EXPENSES 
Constant Contact   -$15 
Trophies    -$449.84 
MTB Eukanuba   -$377.85 
     ********** 
TOTAL EXPENSES  -$842.69 
 
 
ENDING BALANCE 1/31/16      $30335.06  
 
 
Subcategories’: 
Health  $6970 
Trophy  $2172.30 
Rescue  $4022.45 
General Fund $17,170.27 
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Lowchen Club of America 

Board Meeting 

March 16, 2016  

On March 16, 2016 at approximately 6:00 p.m. Jerry Davis, LCA President, called the meeting to order. The following Board 
members were in attendance: Lisa Brown, Jerry Davis, Donna Jones, Richard Lawless, Don Roback, Bonnie Shelmadine, Jean 
Shepherd, and Jane Tuberson. Danielle Wallace, Wendy Russell and Vicki All were absent from the meeting. 

The Board members reviewed the February meeting minutes and passed the minutes with minor changes requested. Vicki All 
provided the Treasurer’s Report. The Board passed the report. 

Don Roback, Corresponding Secretary Report, gave his monthly report. The club voted on 4 new member applicants last cycle.  All 
four were approved for membership. One more member applicant is outstanding.  

Richard discussed the new members being voted into the club. The Board has final say for all new member applicants. He questioned 
the use of the ByLions as a vehicle used to vote on members. The ByLions is the new monthly issue of the quarterly HeadLions. 
Richard requested a “voice” vote for the outstanding membership application. He felt this method was in violation of the LCA 
Constitution. The votes are supposed to be anonymous.  

To Richard’s point, in order to move the voting process along with Board Members, Don took a voice vote. Board members will also 
send this votes to Don via email or “snail mail”.  The member applicant was approved for membership. A good month for the LCA 
club membership with 5 new members added to our ranks. 

Two new member applicants will be voted on next month after Bonnie's April ByLions is published. The vote will occur in early May. 

Next Don gave an update on the National Specialty Show. We are one month away from Perry, Georgia. The banquet order form is 
out. Don will send it out again in a few days. Members are always slow to send this in. April 02 is the deadline for the banquet 
payment. We usually accept payment at the show.  

Anew publicity flyer will be going out this week including the final schedule of events. 

I'm working on a banquet program to hand out. Schedule and thanks for trophy donations. Lisa will do schedule for all week and 
banquet program (2 documents). Don will send document to Lisa from past shows. Don also inquired if someone wants to make a one 
page daily program handout to go in the welcome bags. Vicki is setting up the welcome bags. We will have to wait until Onofrio posts 
the judging times to finish the schedule. 

Don has invited the judges (Regional, National, and Sweepstakes) to the LCA banquet this week. Two judges, Charlie Olvis and Sari 
Tietjen, have already declined due to previous commitments. Don has not received a response from Gini Denninger and Ken Roux 
yet. 

Donna Jones contacted CJ & Terry regarding grooming area for the National Specialty. They will rope off a grooming area just for us. 
Thanks Donna.  

Vicki All, Treasurer, was unable to attend the monthly Board meeting, but she asked the Board to consider establishing a PayPal 
account.  It would make it so much easier for members to pay dues (and other events) in the future.  She has also looked into the 
"Square" or the other PayPal equivalent.  The vendors all have them at the dog shows that we sign with our finger.  It looks like they 
charge 2.75-2.9% per transaction.  She doesn’t think LCA is there yet but she would like the Board to think about establishing a 
PayPal account.  
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The Board had voted on establishing a PayPal account last year. This was under a different Treasurer and perhaps no movement was 
made on this account. Jerry Davis will instruct Vicki to move forward on establishing a PayPal account for the club. 

Donna Jones, Judges Education, is asking for volunteers with their dogs to be present at the hands-on portion of the Judges Education 
seminar at our Nationals.  The seminar itself will be held at the show grounds at 8:00 am on April 15, 2016 and the hands-on portion 
will start at 9:30 am.  This part of the seminar will entail hands-on presentation of dog on the table and then movement.  After the 
movement portion the handler will be allowed to leave prior to the discussion portion.  If members can assist with this, please let 
Donna know and let her know what dog you will be bringing and the dog’s age. 

Richard Lawless gave an update on the possible revision of the standard. He has not movement on this task. He has not been 
successful at getting the committee together to discuss the standard and possible changes. The Committee consists of Danielle 
Wallace, Wendy Russell, and Richard. Bonnie Shelmadine received two comments from the LCA ByLions: one from Dayle Lewis 
and one from Chris Fletcher. Dayle wants a clear description of how to trim the paws. Chris Fletcher would like a description or 
pictures of different ways to do the head piece. 

Donna stated the long-awaited Illustrated Standard should ready for National Specialty and Judges Education. 

Gillian Robertson called Jerry Davis regarding the desire to reduce advertising costs for the HeadLions. She suggested keeping the 
front page at $50.00 and reducing the whole page to$35.00 and $20.00 for the half page. We are not getting any advertising. Donna 
thinks litters of puppies should be advertised. Members should also be encouraged to put their dogs’ accomplishments – i.e. MACH 
Title, etc in the HeadLions.  

Jerry discussed the progress of the membership list. Jerry explained how the Chattanooga Kennel Club does their list each year. The 
list gets generated by Treasurer – because the Treasurer receives the yearly dues. Then the Board member in charge of Membership 
takes over the list. Don and Lisa need a “certified” list from the Treasurer. As the Treasurer, Vicki All would start the list and then 
Don and Lisa will keep it up during the year. We need version control and date of each change. 

The April Board and membership meeting will be held at the National. Can other Board members and members call into National 
meeting on our free conference all number? This is a question for Danielle since she set up the number. Certainly we can do this for 
Board members who are unable to attend the meeting. Essentially we do this every month. The only concern is the capacity for users.  

The President called for the meeting to be adjourned at approximately 7:32 pm. 

MEMBERSHIP 

Editor’s Note:  New Membership applications are now being published in the By Lions monthly bulletin. 

ADVERTISING 

Ads can be expensive.  Consider advertising in your National Breed Magazine that 
is distributed to over 125 Non-sporting Judges in the US and Canada. 

Take  advantage of a great price and great way to get  your litters and  

upcoming stars noticed.   

Send in your ready to publish ads – JPG please to me 

gillian17@gmail.com 
Subject – Headlions – June Issue 
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Deadline for June Issue is June 1st 

 

The Löwchen Club of America 
Treasurer’s Report MARCH 2016 

 
State Bank of Burnettsville Begininning Balance 2/1/16 $30335.06 
 
INCOME: 
Calendar    $742.44 
Health                                              $110 
Trophy    $325 
Rescue    $550 * $500 memorial Jerry Elsenheimer 
Membership   $630 
Breeder List   $20 
     ********* 
TOTAL INCOME   $2377.44    $32712.50 
 
EXPENSES 
Constant Contact   -$15.00 
Trophies    -$306.85 
Calendar    -$398.71 
New Jersey Corp Fee  -$52.50 
Service Charge   -$7.00  
********** 
TOTAL EXPENSES  -$886.06 
 
ENDING BALANCE 2/29/16      $31819.44 
SubCategories: 

Health  $7080 

Trohpy  $2190.45 

Rescue  $4572.75 

General Fund $17,976.24 
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 Little Lions take on NYC        
Nadia made sure that no one walked by without noticing the Lowchen Booth at Meet The Breed 2016 in New 
York City.  A purple dog certainly gets attention.  She had plenty of assistance from Sawyer and Lisa Brown’s 
Roux and Bindy in charming the crowd after she got their attention.  All of our little lions did a fantastic job of 
introducing our breed to the public.  They all spent all day letting people touch them and take pictures of 
them.  It was an exhausting day for everyone, but events like this are a fun way to introduce our charming 
breed to the public.  I am so proud of our dogs to put up with being poked at and touched and photographed 
all day and never complain or object in any way. 
 
 

 
Nadia checking out the view from the hotel room.  Walking a purple dog around the city also gave us the opportunity to 
introduce the breed to lots of people. 
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Bindy and Nadia entertain. 

 
Roux makes a new friend. 

 
Sawyer intrduced himself with all of his normal enthusiasm. 
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Bindy does tricks to entertain the crowd 

.   

 

Sawyer, Nadia, Bindy and Roux, four very tired little lions. 
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The AKC National Agility Championship 

& How Do You Get There? 
By: Tamar Furher 

 

The AKC National Agility Championship (NAC)  is one of two national agility competitions that is hosted by the AKC, the 
other being Invitationals.  There are several dogs that participate in both events, and the winners of both events are fast 
and furious.  However, the criteria for eligibility in each event is quite different!  Let’s take a look. 

For those unfamiliar with the sport, a bit of AKC Agility jargon.  First, for either event, dogs must be competing at the 
Masters level.  This means that the dog has earned their Novice, Open, and Excellent titles.  In Novice and Open, dogs 
can qualify with an imperfect run - for example, reattempting the weave poles, or correcting a wrong course.  Once dogs 
move to Excellent, they run the same course as the Masters dogs and must run clean in order to earn a Q (qualifying 
score); in Excellent, a few time faults are allowed, but that’s it.  In Masters, Qs are only earned when a dog has a clean 
and under time run.  This means that any bobble at the Masters level results in an NQ.  So Q = perfect score, NQ = 
anything else.   

Then, there are double Qs (QQs).  There are two “regular” rounds at an AKC trial - jumpers with weaves (JWW) and 
standard.  JWW has jumps, weave poles, and the occasional tunnel.  Standard has all of the agility equipment, including 
the contacts, weave poles, chute, and table.  A QQ is earned when a dog at the Masters level earns a Q in both JWW and 
Standard on the same day.  This demonstrates that the dog had consistency in their run and enough speed to complete 
both runs within the allotted time. 

 Additionally, AKC has something called “MACH points.”  A MACH (Master Agility Champion) is the highest title that one 
can earn in AKC Agility.  The MACH rewards consistency and speed, and the MACH points are the “speed points.”  When 
a judge designs a course, they wheel the path that the dog should take to determine how much yardage the dog will 
cover on the run.  The AKC has a minimum yards per second (YPS) that a dog of a given height should be able to 
complete a course in.  So the judge divides the yardage by the YPS to determine a standard course time (SCT).  MACH 
points are awarded to dogs who have a clean run, with one point for every full second under SCT.  For example, if the 
judge set SCT as 70 seconds, and a dog ran the course in 49.5 seconds, he would accrue 20 MACH points. 

To earn a MACH, a dog must have 20 QQs and 750 MACH points.  There is no time limit for accruing these QQs and 
points - some dogs earn multiple MACH titles in a year, while others take multiple years to earn a single title.  Missing 
the yellow in the contact zone, or knocking a single bar, can remove the possibility of a QQ for a given trial day.  A fast 
dog can earn more than 25 points on a single standard run, but a slower dog may accumulate the points only a couple at 
a time. 

To qualify for Invitationals, the dog needs to be ranked in the top 5 of his breed.  Ranking is based on the following 
formula, during the July 1-June 30 period of a given year: QQx10 + MACH points.  So if a dog had 10 QQs and 300 points, 
they would have 400 Invitationals points.  Top 5 dogs in common agility breeds, like Border Collies and Shelties, 
commonly have over 3,000 Invitationals points in a year.  Conversely, an uncommon agility breed (or rare breed 
altogether), may have fewer than 5 dogs competing at the Masters level - in which case a single MACH point may be 
enough to qualify!   
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Every year, AKC announces the qualifying criteria for the following year’s NAC.  The NAC qualifying period runs from 
December 1-November 30 of the prior year, so about 5 months off rotation from Invitationals qualifying.  For the 2016 
NAC, dogs had to have the following scores: 20 Masters level Qs, 5 QQs, and 600 MACH points.  Given that the MACH 
requires 20 QQs and 750 MACH points, teams wanting to compete at NAC in 2016 had to earn “almost a MACH” - at 
least as it pertained to points.  For Löwchen this past year, there was not a major difference between being selected for 
Invitationals and qualifying for NAC - all five of our Top 5 (Dino, Murphy, Alvin, Tucker, and Alfie) qualified for both 
events!  For the 2017 NAC, the qualifying criteria has changed slightly - there are no “minimum Qs”, but you now need 7 
QQs and 550 MACH points in a year.  This change favors a little more consistency (QQ) than speed (MACH points).   

Now that you’ve been able to get a sense of what it takes to qualify for NAC, you can see that it’s a big accomplishment 
just to be able to compete.  Both Dino and Murphy - our two Löwchen representatives - had some fantastic runs and 
were fantastic representatives to show off our breed! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Left - Tamar with Murray  

Below – Tamar’s Lowchen – RIFF 
               Musicbox Play It Cool NA NAJ 
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Tails End 

As many of you know by now, I’m a huge performance fan.  It’s like following a rock group.   I love watching and hearing 
about how our “little lions” are surprising the agility world with their talents.   
 
Having a chance to actually meet these super dogs over the years has been a real thrill for me.    Although I missed my 
opportunity to meet Pistol (Barbara Cecil) as he passed suddenly just prior to the Omaha National, I have fond memories 
of meeting and watching so many of our great “little lions” perform over the years at the Nationals.    These Olympians 
of the breed, the names themselves, “Pistol”, “J”, Pree, Tucker, Alvin, Murphy and Dino, bring to mind gold metal 
performances.  They are not alone as more people discover the ability of these diverse dogs to do everything from Barn 
Hunts like Alfie of  Beth Sternitzky’s, to nose work titles like Barbara Cecil’s Petey.     
  
The excitement of tuning in and watching Dino’s run in the finals had me, like hundreds of others, riveted to my 
computer and holding my breath.   So much packed into 38 seconds.   Congratulations to Don on not only a brilliant 
effort but also for drawing yet more attention on our beloved breed.  
 
The future in performance is bright.  We have a whole new young group of hopefuls coming up the ranks so move over 
Shelties the world of performance was made for our lions and they are going to roar!  
 
Till next time, 
 

Gillian 

at Tapestry 
 

 

   
Photo thanks to Kat Roll 



 
 

 
 
 

 

TITLES SECTION: 
AKC REPORT TITLES AWARDED: 
Conformation and Performance 
 These reports include both members as well as non-member titles 
Should you notice any discrepancy please contact AKC directly to resolve and 
advise gillian17@gmail.com 
Submitted by: Gillian Robertson 
 
January 2016 
 

Dog Title Dog Name Owners Name Breeders Name 
Champion CH Alharin The Shadow Knows Ashford CGCA Michele Lerini & Gini Denninger Barbara Fogl & Gini Denninger 
Preferred Companion 
Dog Windsor Bihar I've Got Your Six CD PCD BN GN RN Lori Marklein Margaret Cropsey & Carol A Strong 
Agility Excellent 
 

CH Musicbox Bum's Rush AX OAJ 
 

Robin Stewart & Donna Jones 
 

Donna Jones & Gillian Robertson 
 

Master Gold Agility 
 

CH MACH2 Windsor Bihar Boom Goes The Dynamite 
UD MXG MJC T2B2 

DONALD M ROBACK 
 Margaret Cropsey & Carol A Strong 

Master Agility 
Excellent Preferred 6 

CH OTCH MACH3 PACH Taywils Wolfs Bane UDX OM4 
VER MXC MJS2  DONALD M ROBACK Herbert H Williams & John C Taylor 

Master Bronze 
Jumper 

Alemir Ta-Da! Here I Am MX MXJ MJB MXP6 MXPS 
MJP6 MJPS PAX XF T2B Carol Mount 

Ms. Julie A Tune & Marie-Claire 
Onabowale 

Master Gold Jumper 6 
CH MACH21 Geolen's Here Comes Tucker CD RE MXC5 
MJG6 XF 

Gary L Nordahl & Ruthie 
Nordahl Lenore M Gish 

Master Excellent 
Jumper Preferred 3 
 

MACH Musicbox Whistlestop's Bee Charming Idgie 
MXS MJG MXPB MJP3 MJPB PAX NF RATO 
 

                                                       
Mari Hiltz & Dennis Hiltz 
 
 

Donna Jones & Susa Williams 
 
 

Preferred Agility 
Champion 

MACH PACH Musicbox Whistlestop's Bee Charming 
Idgie MXS MJG MXPB MJP3 MJPB PAX NF RATO Mari Hiltz & Dennis Hiltz Donna Jones & Susa Williams 

 
 

 

mailto:headlionslca@gmail.com
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February 2016 
 
Dog Title Dog Name Owners Name Breeders Name 
Champion CH Sage Hill's Who Owns My Heart Judith G Seibert Judith G Seibert & Lisa Harper 
Grand Champion GCH CH Bihar's Here's Looking At You Charles Hurty & Mark Florian Margaret Cropsey & Carol A Strong & 

  
 Danielle N Tallman & Jeanne Hurty 

Grand Champion GCH CH Marquesan's Niall's Boy Cucanomga Charles James Hawkes Charles Hawkes 

Rally Novice Musicbox's A Hero Is Born RN Robin Weckerly 
Donna Jones & Susa Williams & Kayley 
Kovar 

Rally Novice CH Roseland Ashfords Panache V Kismet BN RN Kris Fletcher & Lilly Flora Nadine P Pelleschi 

Novice Agility Musicbox Play It Cool NA NAJ Tamar Fuhrer & Jon Faria 
Donna Jones & Susa Williams & Kayley 
Kovar 

Master Agility Excellent 
Preferred 3 

MACH PACH Musicbox Whistlestop's Bee 
Charming Idgie MXS MJG MXP3 MXPB MJP3 MJPB 
PAX NF RATO Mari Hiltz & Dennis Hiltz Donna Jones & Susa Williams 

    
Novice Agility Jumper Musicbox Play It Cool NAJ Tamar Fuhrer & Jon Faria 

Donna Jones & Susa Williams & Kayley 
Kovar 

Time 2 Beat 2 
MACH2 Lordocs Alfonso Mn Lucky Duck MXG MJC 
OF T2B2 CA RATO CGC Beth Sternitzky Lorri Jergenson & Susa Williams 

Time 2 Beat 3 
CH MACH2 Windsor Bihar Boom Goes The 
Dynamite UD MXG MJC T2B3 DONALD M ROBACK Margaret Cropsey & Carol A Strong 
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	COMMITTEE CHAIRS
	Submitted by Don Roback
	For questions, or concerns, please contact the chairperson to the committee, or contact the Director in your area.

